Tide Unit Plan
Jason Mleczko
[author’s note]: I was unable to find any unit plans or other guidelines for tides in FOSS
or any other resource. State benchmarks include knowledge of the moon’s role in tidal
processes, but they don’t go into detail or provide any lesson plans or guidelines.
Unfortunately, I had already committed to this topic with the teacher who allowed me in
his classroom so I could not change the subject. I created the best unit I could without
the help of curriculum guides and hope it works.
My main dilemma was creating hands on activities for tidal processes. I settled
for observations and web-exploration. Hopefully I succeeded, and I would welcome any
suggestions as I drove myself crazy trying to think of more hands on and inquiry-based
activities.
Class dynamics: 3 groups of 14-16 6th graders.
Unit Transitions: The class recently finished work on lunar phases. After the tide unit,
they will begin exploring estuaries and other inter-tidal habitats.
Massachusetts Frameworks Strand and Learning Standard:
Earth Science 6 – an understanding of the moon’s role in tidal processes
Overall:
Concepts:
The gravitational pull of the moon is the main factor in tidal processes
An understanding of how the spatial relationship between Sun/Earth/Moon effect
tidal movements and fluctuations.
Current velocity is not constant throughout a tidal cycle
The relationship between the Earth’s rotation and Lunar orbit as the reason a lunar
day is 24 hours and 50 minutes
Process skills:
Observation
Measuring
Predicting
Estimating
Collect, organize, and interpret data
Graphing
Communicating
Formulating hypotheses
Modeling
***This may be too many to squeeze in, but they are all imbedded within the
activities…one or two will be focused on per day (breakdown at end)****

Science habits of mind:
I am reluctant to list them all, because I feel – as with most units posted so far –
nearly all of the science habits of mind are encouraged throughout the lesson plan. When
particular habits are isolated, it has been indicated.

Day 1:
With our school’s schedule, once a week, our classes meet for only a half hour. These
classes are just about useless for most things, but they would be great for a brief
introduction and explanation of the first activity. If your school does not have this short
period in its schedule, than you could use the last part of a class after finishing the last
unit. I want to avoid spending too much time for the introduction, because I want their
observations to be taken and organized before much discussion. **this brings up a
problem - with the students finishing up their lunar unit, most have heard that the moon
causes tides. They don’t understand why, but this piece of information stopped much of
the exploration I hoped to see (ie: their own theories of what causes tides).**
Preparation: I will have taken pictures of a familiar beach or harbor near school at low
and high tides.
Class: With these two pictures on display, I will explain their homework – which would
be best to assign over a weekend. They will each have 2 assigned times over the
weekend to go to the harbor in town (again, this must be modified depending on location
of school) where I have placed a measuring stick. This can simply be a long pole with
different colored tape every inch, or numbers if it is in a location the students can get
right up to it. It can be in a specific slip at the marina or at the boat ramp or wherever a
particular area allows. The details will vary depending on area and class dynamics.
Homework: to record water level at two assigned times over weekend
Concept: Water levels fluctuate
Process skill: observing, measuring

Activity 1
Day 2:
0-15 minutes
Have your students construct a graph using the data they collected. They should
be in charge of every step, including designating units for the X and Y-axis. This would
probably take about 15 minutes for the graph to be completed. The data will be spread

out over about 36 hours and represent 3 highs and 3 lows. This graph should be on
display throughout the unit as the basis for all of their explorations, hypotheses, and
theories.
Concepts: water level rising and falling in regular intervals but at various rates.
Skills: organizing and graphing data
15-40 minutes
With the graph constructed, and the students in groups of four, have them discuss
one question: “What the heck is going on?”
Allow the remainder of the class for this, but be ready with facilitating questions
as most students will have an idea that “the moon causes it.” Facilitating questions must
encourage the students to look deeper.
“How does the moon cause it?” is good, but not adequate.
“What about when the moon is behind clouds?”
“What about during the day? The moon isn’t out, but the tide still flows.”
“Why is one high tide is lower than another?”
“Where does the water go?”
“What about the Sun?”
“Is the water being absorbed into the ocean floor? Does wind play a role?”
these are all good and will probably be necessary.
Remind them (or the recorder) to record their thoughts. Ask them to come up with one
sentence that represents their theories of what causes the tides.
(this will probably be very weak, but the point is to have something they can build on
throughout the unit)
Concepts
Water levels fluctuate regularly due to the moon’s influence
Skills
Communications
Form hypotheses
Interpret data
40-45 minutes
Bring the group together.
With no time to share as a class, explain that – for homework - they should each write a
paragraph explaining what their group discussed (observation of data and possible
explanations), and list what they agree with and disagree with.
Rubric for Homework #1

Method
Science

Observe

Novice
Doesn’t connect

Competent
Understands tidal

Expert
Understands tidal

Concept:
Water level
fluctuates at
regular
intervals but at
different rates.
Some
understanding
that the moon
plays a role.

during
classroom
discussion
and
homework
writing

graph to real world
situation – water
level. Understands
that water levels
change, but sees no
pattern or possible
cause

patterns and the
moon has a role, but
doesn’t connect the
idea of gravity or
lunar orbit.

fluctuations as
regular pattern and
understands the
gravity of the moon
and lunar orbit as
factors.

Process Skill:
Collect,
organize and
graph data
Communicate.
Form
hypotheses

Class
activity –
graph and
subsequent
discussion

Did not record
useable data. Can’t
express his ideas in
group or class
exploration

Habit of
Mind:
Being open to
other’s ideas.

Observe
during
classroom
discussion
and reading
homework

Refuses to consider
theories of
classmates.

Collected useable
data and was active
during graph’s
construction.
Shared some ideas,
but didn’t offer any
theories on why or
how.
Generally accepted
other ideas

Well recorded data.
Offered input to
construct graph.
Interpreted points on
graph as water
levels. Shared ideas
on the why and
how.
Deeply considered
all ideas offered by
classmates

Activity 2
Day 3
Web-Quest
Preparation: (in classes that have access to lap tops or computer room) Have a word
document with select links followed by exploration questions.
Concepts:
Enhance understanding of tidal processes.
Skills:
Using technology
Modify hypothesis
Taking notes
Communication
Activity:
0-45 minutes:

students will work in pairs on a worksheet using web-links. For the first class, I simply
asked them to take notes that they felt were important. I left this open ended, because I
wanted them to practice deciding what was worth recording and I wanted to see what
they felt was important.
The links include sites that offer various explanations of tidal processes and
several interactive simulations that illustrate the movement of the sun and moon. I also
included several links that show videos of extreme tides (ie: Bay of Fundy) that the kids
really enjoyed.
The students should spend the class exploring the links together at their own pace.
During the first 10 minutes or so of the exploration, I can quickly look over their
homework to assess their understanding and individual levels. This will help me address
individual needs and areas of shared weakness.
While the students investigate the web-links, I will move around the room using
facilitating questions to ensure the students are getting the most out of each resource.
***I thought this could be done in a half hour and leave time for discussion, but it was
clear that the students were still getting a lot out of the links throughout the entire class.
For this reason, I extended the web-quest to two class periods – or one if you have a lab.
Ask the students to spend at least 20 minutes at home exploring the links from class and
find one additional link that they think would add to class discussion. (could be an
article, simulation, video…anything, I just want to get them exploring)
Day 4
0-20 minutes
In their groups (there will be 2 computer pairs in each group), spend 10 minutes
sharing what each pair learned. Ask them to work together and modify their initial
theory with what they have learned so far.
20-45 minutes
Bring the groups together and share ideas. Allow groups to comment on each
other’s ideas.
Homework:
This homework is designed for two nights. A mixture of definitions and thought
questions that rely on web sources. Though I don’t want to focus on vocabulary, I was
encouraged to include them by my host teacher, and thought it would encourage the
students to connect some of the ideas.
I realized that some of the questions needed to be reworked as they were unclear,
but here’s the original to give you an idea what I had them working on.
Web-Exploration
Team 6
Resources:
Tide Gizmo (you will only have five minutes to use the “gizmo”)

Due May 8th

http://www.explorelearning.com/index.cfm?method=cResource.dspV
iew&ResourceID=368

Starters (click “tide” link on left of page) (stop before “mixed tides”)

http://www.mbgnet.net/salt/sandy/indexfr.htm

Tide Summary 1
http://www.physicalgeography.net/fundamentals/8r.html

Tide Summary 2
http://seaboard.ndbc.noaa.gov/educate/tides.shtml

Tides in Depth
http://www.nos.noaa.gov/education/kits/tides/tides01_intro.
html

Simple Visual
http://www.nos.noaa.gov/education/kits/tides/media/supp_tid
e05.html
Danger Video http://www.usc.edu/dept/tsunamis/video/china/

Bay of Fundy

(Link to video on the right)

http://www.gma.org/undersea_landscapes/Bay_of_Fundy/

Definitions: 2-3 sentences (5 points)
Neap tide
Spring tide
Ebb tide
Flood tide
Tidal Bulge
Lunar Day
Tidal Range
Tidal Cycle

Thought Questions: 4-6 sentences (10 pts each)
1)

When the moon is only over any place on Earth once a day, why are
there two high tides and two low tides a day?
2)
Which has more influence over the tide – the Sun or the Moon? Why?
3)
How often does a tide cycle repeat itself? Explain.
4)
If you wanted to dig for clams on a secret beach, and you needed the
lowest possible water level of the month, you would plan to go during
what phase of the moon? If you slept in, missing low tide, about how
long would you have to wait until the next low tide (same cycle)?
5) (20 pts: 6-10 sentences) Describe the factors that cause tidal variations
throughout each month?
(Extra Credit - 10 points) Why are the high and low tides slightly later each day?

Concepts

Novice
Understands the
moon causes the

Intermediate
Understands the Sun
and Moon both effect

Expert
Understands the
relationship between

(there are a lot)

tides, but not that
the moon and sunn
work together to
determine variations

tides, but fails to
connect Earth’s
rotation and lunar
orbit to lunar day

Skills

Can find definitions
on-line, but fails to
connect the info to
thought questions

Connects definitions
to thought questions
but doesn’t entirely
connect info to bigger
picture

Earth rotation and
Lunnar orbit in
causing a lunar day
that’s longer than 24
hours and the effect
on the tidal cycle.
Fully connects
definitions to
thought questions
uses terms in
thought answers.

I was really looking for the kids to use the terms in their responses to the thought
questions.

Day 5:
Because their homework would take two days, I would give the kids a little break and
show a video on extreme tides. Nothing that gets into the processes, but something that
would excite them with footage of huge tidal ranges and resulting surges. Hopefully the
video would show the effects of tides – destruction, navigation, energy. I wouldn’t
discuss these ideas yet, but I would like to expose the kids to the idea that tides can be
devastating and useful, along with a constant concern for those traveling on the sea. The
main purpose would be simply maintaining the excitement level for the topic.
Day 6:
0-20 minutes
Have the students discuss the homework in their groups. If you were
using the homework for their grades as I did, then ask that they us a different color pen
for any work they changed or added…or simply collect them first, but I preferred letting
them refer to their work in their discussion.
Before bringing the class together, ask them to modify their tide theories again.
20-45
As a class, share the rewritten theories and allow the groups to comment on each
other’s work. Be prepared to facilitate the exploration with questions that would
encourage further thought.
If general agreement comes early, then ask them to discuss in their groups why a
lunar day is 24 hours and 50 minutes. This may sound simple, but this question
encompasses most of what I hope to teach them about tidal processes.
Homework:

Have the students come up with an activity that would require certain condition.
With 4 groups in my class, I assigned two group with low spring tide, and two group with
high spring tide.
This wasn’t very demanding, but after the last assignment (which I learned took
from 2-3+ hours) they deserved a break.

Concept

Connection
between moon
phases and tidal
range, and real
world
application

skill

Application to
real world

Habit

Real-world

Novice
Understands
low and high
tide, but not
why low or
high tide of a
Spring tide
would be
important
nope

nope

Competent
Understands
that Spring tide
has greatest
range but can’t
think of any
activities that
would require
either.
Realizes the
water level
would be
especially low
or high, but
fails to come up
with an activity
to utilize the
situation.
(same as above)

Expert
Connects tidal
range with the
ability to do
real life things
(ie: dig clams,
get a large boat
into a shallow
harbor)
Uses real
situations to
exhibit
understanding

Uses local
scenarios

Day 7:
0-45
Have the students work in their groups to come up with a Tides Play. Ask them
to model the relationship of Earth/Moon/Sun and its effect on the tides. They will need
to think of a role for each group member and can use any materials in the classroom
(must use discretion…will depend on what is in your room, but I allowed the use of
rubber balls, and much more, but most groups settled on minimal props).
Tell them they will be able to bring in supplies from home if they would like
before they perform their “skit” in front of the class. They will be responsible for
demonstrating an entire tidal cycle then be asked by each group to represent a given
alignment of the Earth/Sun/Moon.

Day 8:
0-45 minutes

have the groups ‘perform’ their tide cycles. Then each other group can offer a phase or
tide type, and the performing group will get to the correct positions. The idea behind the
‘plays’ is to have the students work together and figure out how to demonstrate the
relationship between Moon/Earth/Sun positions and the corresponding tides. Depending
on how much progress their making, I may suggest roles for group members (one
member is the Sun, one is the moon, one is the Earth, and one is a narrator to explain
what’s happening. They will have to decide how to portray water levels – it will be
evident whether or not they understand the concept of highs and lows on opposite sides
of the Earth.
This process will allow students the opportunity to explain ideas to others and fill
in each other’s gaps. This would follow the advice of Piaget by allowing the students an
opportunity to teach and also support Vygotsky’s scaffolding approach.

If I had more time:
I really wanted to take advantage of my school’s location (Manchester-by-theSea)
and its proximity to the ocean (about a half mile). The state frameworks do not
emphasize the concept of tides very much, and such, most teachers will not have a lot of
time to devote to the unit. However, we could very effectively combine several concepts
within a project. Some of the topics which lend themselves well to a SIS project and
field work include: estuaries, inter-tidal zones, erosion, lunar cycles, hydroelectricity,
water pollution, and ocean currents. I would narrow the focus down, but wanted to list
some of the possibilities.
The group I taught was leading into estuary work, and there are several estuaries
within reach of our school – some of which the students already know of. It would seem
natural to tie estuary work with tidal processes and maybe add pollution to allow projects
involving the town and a way for the students to really get involved and conduct
meaningful research. Ideally, after the process of forming hypotheses, collecting data,
conducting experiments, and coming up with some conclusions, they could take it a step
further and come up with some solutions and write letters to state or town officials.
Another idea I had was to take a field trip to the docks and have the students
interview fishermen about the importance of tides and hear their theories (as a fisherman
myself, I know there are many out there). This would not incorporate other concepts as
well, but could be fun and engaging.
Follow up:
A great way to follow up this unit is to get right into inter-tidal zones and
communities that rely on them. The MA frameworks does not focus on tides much, so
I’m not sure how much time can be devoted to them, but if you can incorporate them into
other units, then the concept of tides will become much more meaningful for the students.
If you move onto estuaries or inter-tidal zones, be sure to keep tidal processes in the
discussion.

Tides were a much broader concept than I predicted. The most challenging aspect
was finding a way to allow inquiry learning and designing hands on activities for the
concept of tides. I was very frustrated being unable to find guidance in any curriculum
resource and pretty much winged it. I think this incorporates much of what inquiry base

